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What strategy maximizes the probability of having the real number x as the result (wins- 
losses) of n bets, given that each bet is between 0 and 1 inclusive, and the probability of 
winning any given bet is p? More specifically, if x is an integer, is it always optimal to bet 1 
until x is obtained and 0 thereafter? 
These questions are answered for p = $, and some partial results are given for other values of 
p. The question of uniqueness of optimal strategies for x an integer, and p = f, is also settled. 
1. Introdlattion 
For each positive integer n, we detie the gaxne n-bet to be a one-player game 
in which the player makes n bets sequentially according to the followijlg rules. 
The amount of each bet is between 0 and 1 inclusive, the outcome of the ,previous 
bet is known before making the current bet, and the probability of winning any 
particular bet is 3. The result of the game is the sum of the bets that are won 
minus the sum of the bets that are lost. Joel Spencer conjectured that e!n optimal 
strategy for obtaining a given integer m as the result of n-bet would be to bet 1 
each time until m was obtained, then bet 0 thereafter. Of course it is understood 
that if m = 0 then the strategy would be to bet 0 each time. We call this strategy 
the natural (n, m)-strategy. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove Spencer’s conjecture via the proof of a 
recursive formula, from which an optimal strategy for obtaining x as the result off 
n-bet can be constructed for any real number x. One well-known strategy which is 
optimal in many similar betting games (see Dubins and Savage [l]) is the bold 
strategy, in which if x is the desired result, the maximum possible is bet each time 
unless x is within reach on that bet, in which case the amount necessary to reach x 
is bet. It is interesting to note that this strategy is generally not optimal for n-bet; 
for example, it is not optimal in trying to obtain 5 as the result of 3-bet. 
For any n-bet strategy S and real number x, let P(S, x) be the probability that x 
is the result obtained when S is used to play n-bet. For each II we define the 
function 
g,,(x) = sup {P(S, x): S is an n-bet strategy). 
An n-bet strategy S is said to be an optima2 (n, x)-strategy whenever P(S, x) = 
g,,(x). An n-point is any integer r such that r = 0 or n - r is even. For each x 31 i) 
we define r(n, x) zz~ 0 if x G 1, and otherwise r(n, x) is the n-point such thz: 
r(n, x) - 1 <x G r(n, x) + 1. For x < 0 we define r(n, x) = -r(n, -x). 
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In Section 2 we prove that for every real x and integer bt 2 1, there is an 
optimal (n, x)-strategy tith Ix - r(n - 1, x)1 as its first bet (Theorem 2.4). .As might 
be expected this is proved by induction on n, though it is necessary to prove 
several additional hypotheses (Propositions 2.5, 2.5, 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9) at the same 
stage in the induction. Clearly this result can be used to recursively construct an 
optimal (n, x)-strategy. Moreover, it ieads to a simple proof of Spencer’s conjec- 
ture (Theorem 2.10). 
Section 3 considers the uniqueness of optimal strategies. We show that the 
usual concept of uniqueness is not useful in this co1 text, and lhence define the 
concept of -essential uniqueness. The main results of this section are that if m is an 
integer then every essential bet of an optimal (n, m)-strategy must be 0 or 1 
(Theorem 3.2), and the natural (n, m)-strategy is essentially unique if and only if 
m is an ,I-point or Irnl> n (Theorem 3.4)., 
We conclude the paper with a discussion of some related open problems in 
Section 4. 
2. An optimal strategy 
in order to simplify the calculations we define the functions f”(x) = 2”g,(x) for 
n 3 1. f,(O) = 1 and fO(x) = 0 for x # 0. It is actually these functions with which we 
will work. We begin by proving three easy but useful facts about the function 
f”(X). 
Lemma 2.1. If f2 Z 1, then 
fn(x) = SUP cf,-I< x-a)+fn_l(x+a): OGaGl}. 
Procf. The case n = 1 is trivial. If n 22, then $g,_,(x-a)+$g,,__l(x +a) is the 
maximal probability of obtaining x as the result of n-bet when using a strategy 
which has a as its fkst bet, and hence we have 
g,(x) = SUP &n-A x--a)+$g,_,(x-+a): OCaSl}. 
Now multiplying by 2” completes the proof. 
Lemma Z!.2. For each n > 0 the function f,,(x) is decreasing on 10, a). 
mf. This is obvious for n = 0. Otherwise let 0 G x1 c x, and Bet S be an optimal 
(n, x)-strategy. Let S, be the n-bet strategy obtained by multiplying each bet of S, 
by x,/x. ‘Clearly P(S,, x,) z P(S, x), and hence fn(xl) af?(x). 
Lemma 2.3. For each x and each n 20, f,,(x) =fn(-x). 
Proof. A&gain this is obvious for n = 0. Otherwise it follows immediately from the 
observation that for any n-bet strategy S we have P(S, x) = P(S’, -x), where So is 
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the opposite strategy to S, i.e. the bets corresponding ~0 winning 2nd losing are 
reversed. 
To give the reader an intuitive grasp of the behaviour of the fuxtions f,,(x), 
tables for f, are shown in Fig. 1 for 1 G n d 5. 
Fig. 1. The above t; bles can be used to obtain the values of f,,(x) for 1 s n S 5 as follows. For each II a 
partition x1. . . . , x2” of [O. n] is shown. The value af f”(x) is given by f,,(O) = Z”, in(x) = 2” -i if 
x,CIxl~Xi+*. and f,,(x) = 0 if 1x1> n. 
We are now ready to start the proof of the main result: 
Theorem 2.4. For each real x and each integer n 3 1 there exists an optimal 
(2, x)-strategy with Ix - r(n - 1, x)1 us the first bet. 
The pro&Y IS by induction on n, but because of its length it has beer] split into 
five propositions which must be proved in the given order at each stage of the 
induction. Note that the definitions of r(n, x) and n-point are given in Section 1. 
Proposition 2.5. If n 2 0, then 
L+&d = f&b, 4) +f,Gx - r(n, x)) 
for every x. 
Proposition 2.6. I’ n _ - “, then 
f,+l(m)=fn(m-l)+fn(m+a) 
for every non-zero integer m. 
Proposition 2.7. If n 2 0, if k is a non-negative integer, and 0 s a Q 6, then 
fn(a)-A(Q + k)%,(b)-Mb+ k). 
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Fropofiirtion 2.8. If n 3 0, if 0 s a s h, and r is a non-negative n-point not in the 
interna? (a, b) such that a + b - r b 0, then 
fJa9+fn(b9~fn(r9+fnb+b-r9 
unless bsr= 1. 
Proposition 2.9. If n 2 0 and x is any real number 20, then 
f”+l(x9Ql(o9+f”ux9. 
For n = 0 it is straightforward to check that all five hypotheses are true. Thus 
we assume that they all hold for n G p - 1 where p 2 1, and we now prove that 
they each hoid for n = p. 
Proof of Pr0posBion 2.5. We must prove 
&+1(x, = f,MP, x99+f$x - r(p, x99. 
Since f,~x) = f,,(-x) and r(n, -x) = -r(n, x) for 
x20. By Lemma 2.1 it suffices to show that 
every x and n, we may assume 
f,(x-~9+fp(x+~9~fp(rtp,x9!+fp(2x-rtP,x99 
for 0 2~ a G 1. First suppose ‘(p, x) > 0. If a C Ix - r(p, x)1, then 
r(p - 1, x -a) - r(p - 1, x + a) = r(p - 1,2x - r(p, x1) = r(p, x) + i 
where i=*l. Let t=r(p,x)+i, so we have 
f,(x-a)+fp(x+~)=fp_l(t)+fp_-1(2x-2~-f)+fp--l(b)+fp--1(2x+2ar-t) 
by induction (2.5). It is easy to see that r(p, x)-i is not in the interval 
(2x-2a-t,2x+2a-t) since It-((xAa)lcl and It-(r(p,x)-i)l=2. Also since 
r(p, x)> 0, it is not possible that 2x + 2a - t G r(p, x)-i = 1. Moreover since 
2y - r(n, y) 2 0 for any n and any y 3 0, we have 
4x - 3r(p, x9 - i = 2(2x - r(p, x))- r(p - 1,2x - r(p, x)) 3 0. 
Combining these, we see that 
&,-,(2x -2a -t9+fP-,(2x+2a - t9sf,_,(r(p, x)-i)+fp--1(4x-3r(p, x)-i) 
by induction (2.8). Hence 
fp(x--a)+fp(x+(Y)~ 
sf,-Mp,x)+i9+f,-,(r(p,xx)-i9 
+f,-,(r(p, x9+i9+fp_l(4x-3r<p, x)-i) 
= f,(r(p, x99 +f,Ox - r(p, x99 
by induction (2.5). 
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If a b Ix - r(p, x)1, then by induction (2.3, 
f,(x-d+f,(x+d= 
=f&(p, SC)- 1)+fp_.J2x-2a, -r(p, x)+ 1) 
+ fp-IMP, 4 + 1) $- fp&x: + 2a - dP, 4 - 1) 
c fpMP9 4) + fp@x: - dP9 4) 
by Lemma 2.1, since }l-2a)al and 
2x-2a-r(p,x)+1=2x-r(p,x)+(l-2a) 
and 
2x+2a-r(p,xj-1=2x-r(p,x)-(1-2a). 
Now suppose r(p, x) = 0, so Osx G 1. We may assume a GX since otherwise 
f,,(x-a)<&(O) and fP(x+a)cfP(2x) by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3. If O<a<$, then 
by induction (2.9, 2.5) we have 
f&-d+fp(x+~)~ 
~f,_~(o)+~,_~(2x~-2a)+f,_~(o)+f,_*(2x+2ar)~f;,(~+~~(2x) 
since OG2a G 1, using Lemma 2.1. 
If ;Casl, then since a~x we have lCx+a<2xs2. Thus r(p-l,x+a)= 
r(p- 1,2x) and hence by induction (2.5, 2.8) 
f&--d+fp(x+4= 
= fpd) +fp&x: - 24 +f,-k~P - 1,2x3) 
+&-,(2x + %a - r(p - 1,2x)) 
~f,-l(o)+f,-l(r(p-1,2x))+f,-,(O)+f,-,(4x-r(p-l,2x)3 
=f*(O)+fpcm. 
Proof of Proposition 2.6. WC must prove fp+I(m) =f,(m - l)+&(m -t. 1) where m 
is a non-zero integer. We may assume that m is a p-point since otherwise this 
follows immediately from Proposition 2.5. Since m # 0, both m - 1 and m -I- 3 are 
(p - l)-points, so by induction and 2.5, we have 
fp+h) = 2f,(d = 2f,Am - I)+2fP_,(m+1)=f,(m-l)+~P(m+l). 
Proof ofProposition2.7. Wemustprovef&z)-f,(a+k)af,(b)--f,(b+k) where 
0~a G b and k is a non-negative integer. Obviously it sufikes to prove this for 
the case q < a S 6 ~q + 1 where q is an arbitrary integer. By 2.5 and 2.6 we may 
write 
f&d = fp-&)+fp-A2a - 0, f,(b) = fp-lctr -q,-,w - t) 
f,b + k) = fp-dd +f,&a + 2k -s), 
and 
f,@ + k) = fp--1b) +fp&b + 2k - ~1, 
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and s arc integers, 0~2~ - t, and 2k + t - s 2 0 (of course t is actually 
or q + 1 and s is either (q-i- k or q vk k t- 1). Now by induction (2.7) we 
f&j-&,(a + k) =f,-M+fp-d2a - t)--f,-,(s)-fp_A2u+2k -s) 
~f,_,(t)+f’_,(2b-t)-f,_,(s)--&._,(26+2k-s) 
=fJb)--d~~b+k), 
I 
since 0 < 2u - t s 2b - t and 2k -t t -s is a non-negative integer. 
Proof Iof Proposftiom 2.8. We must prove fp(aj+fp(b)~fp(r)+fp(u+b-r) where 
0 s a s b and r is a non-negative p-point not in (a, b) such that a + b - r b 0. Also 
we do not have b<r*= 1. First suppose r~a and let c=a+b-r. Let s and t be 
the li;:eg,ctrs sluch tkot 
asc-s<.ca+l and bsc-t<b+l, 
and define a,-u-t, b,=b-s, and c,=c-s-t. We claim that 
: = r(p, ;(a, f b,)). 
First note that $(u,+b,)-r>O since u,+b,=r+c, and 
c,>u-tau-(c-b)=u’b-c=r. 
Also 
$(ti,+bIj-r=ct -$(a,+b,)~max{c,-u,,cr-br}<l. 
Thw r IS 2 p-point with O~$(a,i-b,)-r<l and hence r must be r(p,i(u,+b,)). 
Sirce (b, - a,( < 1 G 2, by Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 2.5 we have 
fp(a,j+f,(blj~~,+l(~(u, -~b,))=f,(r)+f,(a,+bl-rj 
= &(rj +f&). 
Finally 
&(a) +f,(bj = 
=f,(a,j+fp(blj+fp(&I)-fp(u-f)-tfp(b)-fp(b-s) 
~f~(r)+fp(c,)+fp(c-s)--fp(c-:~-t)+fp(c)-fp(c-s) 
= f,(r)+f,W 
using Proposition 2.7 since Oau-tsc-s-t and O<b-set-s. 
The proof for, r - rb is similar. Let c = u + b - r as before, and let sa, tz be the 
integers such that 
a-l<c+s,s~~ and b-l<c+t,sb. 
Define a,=a-+t,, b2=b+s2, and cZ=c+sZ+t2. Then Oer-$(u,+b,)<i so 
r = r@, ;(a, + b,)) 
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sin- r# 1. As before f&J + f,(&) s&(r) + f&J, and using Propositiion 2.7 again 
we have fp(a)+fp(b)~~p(r)+fp(~) since 
~~(a)+f,(b)=f,(a,)+f,(b,)+f,(a)-f,(a+t,)af(b)-.f,(b+s,) 
Cfp(r)-tfp(C2)+f,(C)-fp(C+f*)+fp(C+f2)-fp(C+SZ+f*) 
because csa and c+t,sb. 
Proof of Proposition 2.9. We must show &,+*(x) C&(0)+&,(2x) for x 3 0. If x d 1, 
then fp+l(x) =&(0)+&(2x) by Proposition 2.5. If x> 1, then 0 is not in the 
interval (x--(Y,x+a) for O~cwCl, and hence 
f,(x-(r)+fp(x+(y)~fp(O)+fp(2Tc) 
by Proposition 2.8. Now by Lemma 2.1, fp+l(x)Gfp(0)+fp(2x). 
‘I’be proof of Theorem 2.4 is now obvious since Proposition 2.5 shows that 
g,(x) = $g,_,(x - 1 x - r(n - 1, x)l)+$g,_,(x + Ix - r(n - 1, x)1). 
Recall that for n and m integers with n 2 1, the natural (n, m’)-strategy is to bet 
1 each time until m is obtained, and bet 0 thereafter. We now prove Spencer’s 
conjecture. 
Theorem 2.10. The natural (n, m)-strategy !‘3 optimal. 
Proof. Let S(n, m) denote the natural (n, ml-strategy. We must show tbat 
P(S(n, m), m) = g,,(m) for all integers n and m with n 2 1. Thh is obviously true 
for all n when m = 0, and is easily checked for all m when n = 1. Thus we assume 
that P(S(n - 1, t), t) = g,,_l(t) for each integer d, where n 3 2. For any non-zero 
integer m, we have 
P(S(n, m), m) = +P(S(n - 1, m - 1), ??z - l)+$P(S(n - 1, m + l), m + 1) 
= &,(m - l)+;g,_,(m + 1) = g,(M) 
by Proposition 2.6. This is becau,, c = the first bet of S(n, m) is 1, and the remainder 
of the strategy is S(n - 1, m - 1) or S(n - 1, m + 1) depending on whether the first 
bet is won or lost. 
3. Uniqueness 
For any x and any n-bet strategy S, a bet of S Is called x-essential [x- 
inessential] if ti is made at a stage in the game when it is [not] still possible to 
obtain x as the result. Obviously if an ootimal (n, x)-strategy has an x-inessential 
bet, then there are iufinitely many different optimal ()t, x)-strategies since the 
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x-inessential bet may be replaced by any other bet without affecting the probabil- 
ity of obkning x as the result. Since most optimal strategies have inessential bets 
it does not seem practical to use the usual concept of uniqueness when oonsider- 
ing optimal strategies; instead we consider essential uniqueness. An optimal 
(n, x)-strategy is said to be essentially unique if it agrees with every other optimal 
In, x)-strategy on its x-essential bets. 
In general optimal (n. x)-strategies are not even essentially unique. For instance 
there are optimal (4, $)-strategies with fist bets of $, 3, and 2. In the case of an 
integer m, Theorems 2.4 and 2.10 show that if m is not an n-point, then there 
exist optimal (n, nt)-strategies with East bets of both 0 and 1 since 
j&r) = 2f,_*(nz) =f,-&n - 1)+f,_Jm + 1). 
This illustrates that the natural (n, m)-strategy is not essentially unique if m is not 
an u-point and /ml G n, however we will see in Theorem 3.4 that this is the only 
case that the natural (n, m&strategy is not essentially unique. Praposition 3.1 
shows that 0 and 1 are the only possible fust bets in optimal (n, m)-strategies for 
m an integer in [--PI, n]. As a direct consequence (Theorem 3.2) we obtain the fact 
that every m-essential bet of an optimal (n, m)-strategy must be 0 or 1 if m is an 
integer. Proposition 3.3 proves that the Grst bet of an optimal (n, m)-strategy 
must be 1 if m is a non-zero n-point in C-n, n], and it is from this that the 
previously mentioned Theorem 3.4 is obtained. 
Prsposition 3.1. If m is an integer in [-n, n] then the first bet of an optimal 
(n. tir )-strategy musf be 0 or 1. 
Proof. Since this is obvious when m = 0 we assume m # 0. Ttxs bY Proposition 
2.5 it suffices to show that for each n 30 and integer m in [-n - 1, n+ l] we have 
f,(m - 1)+f,(rn + I)-f”( m-a)-f,(m+a)>O 
whenever 0 < a <: 1. This is clearly true for n = 0 so assume it holds for II = p - 1 
where p >, 1. Moreover by Lemma 2.3 we may assume 0 d m s p t 1. Also we 
assume a # i, since this case follows directly from the fact that 2f,_,(k) c f,(k) for 
any non-zero p-point k in C-p, p] (see the proof of Proposition 3.3). By Proposi- 
tion 2.7, we have 
f&i -l+a)-fp(m+a)afV(m)-fp(m+l) 
and hence 
f&n - 2:+f,(m+l)-f,(m--a)-f,(m+a)a 
afp(m-l)+f,(m)-f,(m-a)-f,(m-l+a). (1) 
We will show that this last expression (denoted by (1)) is always strictly greater 
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than 0. If m - 1 is a (p - lj-point, then 
(1) = 2f,Jm - 1) +&(m - 1) +fp.Jm + 1) -f&m - 1) 
--fp_~(m-2a+1}-f,_,(r.V-1)-f,_~(m+2a-1) 
=f,-,(m-l)+fp_i(m+1)-fp-~(m+(1-2eu))-~~-,(m-(1-2cr))>O 
by the inductive hypothesis if m C p since 11 - 2alf 0 nor 1, and also for m = p + 1 
since in this case &(m - 1) = 1 and 
f&n+(l-2a))=f,( m-(l-2a))=f,(m+l)=O. 
If m - 1 is not a (p - lj-point, then m is a (p- lj-point, and 
(1) =f,-Jm -2)+&-,(m)+ 2fP--l(m)-fP--l(m) 
-fP-l(m-2a)-fP_l(m)-fP_l(m-2+2a) 
=fP_a(m-2)+fp_1(m)-fP-,(m-1+(1-2a)) 
+fP_1(m-1-(1-2a))>0 
by the inductire hypothesis ince m - 14 (p - 1) + 1. 
Theorem 3.2. I’ m is an integer, thert ,svery m-essential bet of an optimal 
(n, m j-strategy is 0 or 1. 
Proof. This is easily proved by induction on n using Proposition 3.1, and 
observing that if Irni > n there are no m-essential bets. 
Proposition 3.3. If m is Q non-zero n-point in C-n, n], then the first bet of an 
optimal (n, mj-strategy must be 1. 
Roof. By Proposition 3.1 it sufhces to show that 2f,,_1(m)<fn(m). This is done 
by induction on n. It is trivially true for n = 1. For n z 2, since m is a non-zero 
n-point in [-n, rc], either m - 1 or m + 1 is a non-zero (n - lj-point in 
[-n+l, n-l], and thus 
by induction. 
Theorem 3.4. 
an n-point or 
h m j-strategy is essentially unique if and only if m is 
Proof. At the beginning of this section we observed that the natural (n, m)- 
strategy is not essentially unique if m is not an n-point and Im I s n. Thus it 
remains to show that the natural (n, mj-strategy is essentially unique for m an 
n-point or \ml> n. This is obvious for m =Oor~m~~n,sowemayassume 1z1 isa 
non-zero n-point in [-n, n]. The proof for this case follows from Proposition 3.3 
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using induction on n, since n 
and m + 1 are (n- 1)-points. 
being a non-zero n-point implies that both lto - 1 
4. Related problems 
For each x and n let S(n, x) be the n-bet s,trategy such that Ix - ck - 
r(n - k, x - ck)l is bet on the k th bet, where ck denotes the result of the first k - 1 
bets (we will also refer to ck as the current total at the kth bet). Theorem 2.4 
shows that S(n, x) is always an optimal (n, x)-strategy for n-bet. Now for 0 < p < 1 
let n-p-bet be the same game 3s n-bet except that the probability of wirarning any 
given bet is p. We make *_he following conjecture: 
Conjecture 4.1. If 0 C p ~1, then for all n and x, the strategy S(n, x) is an optimal 
(n, x)-strategy for n-p-bet, and hence the natural (n, m)-strategy is also optimal 
for every integer m. 
We ROW give examples to show firstly that S(n, x) is not always optimal for 
n-p-bet whenever p >$, and secondly that the natural (n, m)-strategy is not 
always optimal whenever p > A( 1 + J1’7) := 0.64. 
Example 4.2. The following c,trategy shows that S(4,:) is not. an optimal (4, i)- 
strategy for 4-p-bet if $ < p < 1. Let S1 be the strategy with 1 as the tist bet, 
followed by S(3, a) or S(3, $) depending on whether the bet is wbn or lost. It is 
easy to check that 
I’&,;) = 3p4-8p”+6p2, 
while 
Pi(S(4,;),;)=p4-3p3+2p2+p. 
The polynomial 
I>(§,, 3) - P(S(4, a:!, a, = 2p4 - 5p3 + 4p2 - p 
factors as p( 1 - p)*(2p - 1) which is obviously strictly positive for $< p < 1. 
Example 4.3. The natural (6,1)-strategy is not an optimal (6,1)-strategy for 
6-p-bet if Q(l +J1’7) < p C 1. Let S, be the 6-p-bet strategy in which s is the first 
bet, S(5,$ is the rest oi the strategy if the fist bet is won, otherwise 1 is the 
second bet followed by S, (3s defined in Example 4.2) if won, and followed by 
S(4, -‘2) if lost. It can be verified that 
P(S*, l)=-4p”r15p5-18p4+5p3+3p2, 
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whereas if S denotes the natural (6,1)-strategy, then 
P(S, 1)=2$-4p4+p3+p2+p. 
As before, the polynomial P(S,, 1) - P(S, 1) factors as ~(1 - ~)~(4p’- p - l), which 
is strictly positive for $(l + Ji7) < p < 1. 
We have been unable to find examples to show that the natural (n, rn)-strategy 
is not optimal for n-p-bet if p c&l + fi). Note that Proposition 3.1 shows that 
for ‘any fixed integers n and m there exists a(n, m)>O such that the natural 
(n, m)-strategy is an optimal (n, m)-strategy for n-p-bet whenever 
;-&(rl, m)~p++&(n, m). 
‘A different variation of n-p-bet would be to add a rule which forbids a player 
to bet as soon as the current total falls below a tied level. Alternatively the 
player could be assigned an initial fortune and then only be allowed to make bets 
between 0 and the minimum of 1 and his current fortune (initial fortune plus 
current total). It would be interesting to find optimal (n, x)-strategies for these: 
games. In Chapter 5 of their book [l], Dubins and Savage include a proof by 
Aryeh Dvoretzky that the bold strategy (defined in Section I) is optimal for the 
game in which the player is allowed to make bets between 0 and the current 
fortune, as long as p a$. 
II11 L. Dubins and L. Savage, How to gamble if you must (McGraw-Hill, New York, 1965). 
